
Colorants

Paints and Coatings



ChromoArt colorants are universal colorants for tinting at 
retail points. Our colorants are designed for volumetric 
dosing (computerized tinting) and can be used for tinting 
decorative paints and decorative coatings, both water-
based and organic solvent-based. 

They can be applied to tint silicate and silicone coating 
materials. This series of colorants is suitable for tinting 
paints for both exterior and interior use.

ChromoArt Colorants



We offer universal VOC-free colorants specifically crafted
for coloring water-based and solvent-based coatings,
including paints, facade coatings, varnishes.

Water-based architectural paints: acrylic and
vinylic latexes and alkyds hydro.

Solvent-based architectural paints: alkyds 
and acrylic copolymers in solution.

Water-based plasters for facades.

Water-based decorative paints and coatings.

Varnishes.

Where you can use it

Our colorants are suitable for use with 
the following products:



Printed colors serve as a guideline only. Actual product color will 
depend on application and concentration.

Detailed 
Specifications

«The 'ChromoArt Tint' color matching system 
comprises base paint, colorants, tinting 
machine, color-matching software (including 
color management and selection) and mixer.»

Our technology allow you to tint the paint in
more than 25 thousand shades using only 2
base paints and 16 pigment dyes.



Our colorants are suitable for widely used recognized 
color palettes such as Monicolor Nova, RAL Effect, RAL 
Classic, British Standard, NCS, and SSG.
We offer a broad spectrum of color shades, and their 
variety continues to expand.
Direct replacement of your existing colorants.
No waste, no cleaning, preservation of existing 

database.
VOC free universal patented polymeric colorants.
Keeps the paint properties.
Colorants of the same colors and concentrations that 

can be added on top of existing colorants.

Advantages of
ChromoArt colorants



We develop colorants designed for optimal 
performance, supplying both organic and inorganic 
options for coloring coatings. Our colorants not only add 
color but also deliver enhanced features such as 
corrosion protection and high heat resistance. 

Whether you seek highly opaque colorants for efficient 
coating or vibrant hues for painted walls, our range 
ensures reliable performance.

ChromoArt colorants
for paint and coatings 
industry



We offer not only color tinting equipment and colorants 
but also provide service for both the equipment and 
software used in color matching. 

Our specialists can assist you in developing and adapting 
our colorants to your base paints. If you don't have base 
paints, we can help you develop them.

Our experts are always ready to assist you online or 
come to your location.

Service



Our company has its own research center. We 
constantly invest in improving the quality 
characteristics of our products, incorporating the 
latest developments in production. 

We use innovative technologies in dye 
manufacturing, creating the science of color through 
professionalism and global trends. 

Laboratory

ChromoArt - represent the latest generation

of colorants!



About company

We are the manufacturing company specializing in the
development and production of colorants for the paints and
coatings industry, as well as decorative finishes. Renowned
chemists and technologists from Hungary and Italy have
crafted the formulations for our products. Our production
exclusively utilizes high-quality raw materials sourced from
reputable global suppliers.

Our factories are located in the Central Asian region and
equipped with the most modern equipment. We are
committed to producing high-quality products and fostering
long-term partnerships with our collaborators.



A Hungarian company exporting products to the EU and CIS 
countries.

We specialize in manufacturing colorants for decorative paints 
and coatings and have our own research center.

We provide a wide range of color solutions and serve as your 
expert in trendy colors and solutions.

Our large production and logistics center covers over 6000 m2.

26 years in the paint and coating business.

Some facts about us...

«DAZZLE WITH HUES: 

OUR COLORANTS, 

YOUR RADIANT WORLD!»



www.c-colorants.com
info@c-colorants.com


